


Roger Dodger





Pre-viewing task

• Talk about your weakness and strengths.
• How can you turn your weakness into 

strength?
• Have you ever done it?

If yes , talk about your experience.



Guess the personality of these 2 characters and 
their weakness or strength:

Roger Rico



You burst in on us.





defense grid





tear gas



blow darts



landmines



Make yourself
right at home.





nail down





Let nature take 
its course.





Naptime's over.





What was Roger’s 
problem?



What did the 
penguins decide to 

do for Roger?



What is going to happen next?



Mission 
accomplished.



No harm 
done.





violence(n)
violent(adj)



violence(n) =  cruelty
violent(adj) = cruel



I really can't 
stand violence.





Never mind





What’s happening in this scene?



Post-viewing task

1-What is “ROGER DODGER” about?

2-Was the penguins’ plan successful?

3-Did the penguins switch Roger and Rico 
back?



Follow-up task
Watch the episode once again and put 

T or F for each sentence.

1-Penguins used many tools for their defense grid.
2-Roger got through the defense grid by the front door.
3-Roger wanted to be a violent alligator.
4-Roger wanted to live with the mice.
5- Rico was the nice and calm one.



Out of the 
Groove



groove

informal. a musical rhythm that is enjoyable 
and makes you want to move or dance



Having or apparently having supernatural powers.

magic



Guess the story of this episode by 
using these two words :
‘groove’ and ‘magic’.



stake



baboons



That Darla is bewitching them with her 
shaking booty.

Hmm, I know I'm bewitched.



Make them happy OR delighted



bewitched=delighted , happy



skunk



I've been skunk-bombed!



skunk-bombed!



Did you drop that fuzzy bag stank 
into our habitat?



fuzzy bag 



Stank=unpleasant smell



habitat=natural environment







That is a wild 
accusation!

something that you say that is not based on facts and is 
probably wrong



Apologize=say sorry



Y'all believe in my 
magic now?

believe in(v)be sure of the existence of
Y’all=you all



1- What was king Julian worried about?
2- What did he do to have the people’s 
attention again?
3- What was the baboons’ reaction?



According to the episode that you watched, match the characters with the 
suitable feeling:

sad
afraid
excited
angry





Okay, you may 
resume negotiating.

Having an argument to reach an agreement.



disguise
give (someone or oneself) a different 
appearance in order to hide one's identity.



jar



sneak
Go somewhere secretly 





Post-viewing task :

1- Do you believe in magic?
2- Have you ever felt jealous of someone? 
If yes, talk about it.
3- If you had a chance, who would you 
apologize to and for what?



Follow-up task

Watch the episode once again at home and 
put T or F for each sentence.

1-Penguins helped Julian to give back his groove.
2-Baboons were friendly to Julian.
3- Julian believed in magic.
4-People were interested in Julian’s dance.
5-Darla gave Julian’s groove to one of the penguins.


